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One Hundred Years Ago
(with extracts from the Alpine Journal)

(Plates 59-62)

Less than twenty years ago there was but one place in the high Alps that
attracted the delicate for health and the robust for amusement. That was
Davos-Platz, which shall ever be remembered gratefully by many
thousands of people of every nationality. Then came St Moritz, the resort
essentially of the sporting element and the slightly delicate person who
wishes to avoid the damp and dreariness of northern climes. And now
we have Leysin, Arosa and Les Avants to say nothing of smaller and less
pretentious places all of which are beginning to bid for favour.

In reflecting on the wonderful development of these resorts we cannot
help speculating how many Alpine winter stations will there be a hundred
years hence!

The unseasonable rain experienced at several Alpine resorts during the
opening weeks of 1900 was followed by a period of severe weather which
persisted until the end ofMarch. After the first ski ascent ofthe Schesaplana
in the Ratikon group by Victor Sohm's guideless party on New Year's Day
few mountain excursions were recorded until 12 April when Ettore Allegra
with Pierre and J Dayne ascended the.Dent du Geant, the first time the
peak had been climbed under winter conditions.

After a cold unsettled spring the weather improved and several high
mountains, including the Matterhorn, were ascended before the end of June.
Very high temperatures were recorded on a number of occasions during
the summer months and snow conditions were difficult for much of the
climbing season.

The guides say that the'going' on Mont Blanc is horribly heavy this year,
and considerable distances have to be done, wading waist deep (or deeper
even), in snow. The fatigue of it can scarcely be imagined! Never, in the
memory of guide, till now has it been possible to go in shirt-sleeves on
the upper reaches of the mountain; but this year those on the snow-fields
must doff their coats, owing to the extraordinary heat and the hard work
of crossing spongy snow. Even at night there is little frost now up above.
The bad condition of the heights is all the stranger for the fact that the
winter snowfall amounted to fifty-nine inches at least. The spring, too,
came very late. Courmayeur was still under snow at the end of April.
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Flowers are less plentiful than other years at this season. A guide attributes
the dearth of blossoms to the terrible frosts of the past months.

In July climbing commenced in all the principal regions and during the
season many expeditions of note were recorded. In the Mont Blanc range a
classic route was opened on 18 July when Allegra accompanied by Laurent
Croux, Pierre Dayne and Alexis Brocherel made, in descent, the first
complete traverse of the W ridge of the Aiguille de Rochefort - the western
end of the Rochefort Ridge. Two days later a new route on the N ridge and
the NW face of the neighbouring Dent du Geant was followed by Thomas
Maischberger, Heinrich Pfannl and Franz Zimmer who reached the summit
without the assistance of artificial aids, an outstanding achievement for the
period. From 21 to 23 July this strong Austrian party undertook another
fine expedition: the first guideless ascent of Mont Blanc by way of the Brenva
glacier, the Aiguille Blanche de Peuterey and Mont Blanc de Courmayeur.
Other notable climbs included the first traverse of the Col des Courtes,
above the Argentiere and Talefre glaciers, by G B Tunstall Moore with
Alphonse Simond and Edouard Payot on 26 July and, on 10 August, the
seventh ascent of the Brenva ridge-route on Mont Blanc by Julius-Kugy
with Daniel and Aime Maquignaz.

Above the Simplon valley on 20 July G Band G F Gugliermina, Paolino
Schiavi and Giovanni Caron made the first ascent l of the E, Zibelenfluh
ridge of the Fletschhorn. Elsewhere in the Pennine Alps on 14 August W E
Davidson with Christian Klucker and Josef Imesch, accompanied by the
Hon Gerald FitzGerald with Ulrich Almer and Fritz Boss, completed the
first traverse of the Schalihorn, descending to the Schalijoch by the N ridge
which was at that time still unclimbed. Three weeks later, on 6 September,
a new route on the steep and dangerous W face of the Weisshorn was opened
when Geoffrey Winthrop Young with Benoit and Louis Theytaz climbed
the rib which rises to the Grand Gendarme on the N ridge. The party then
followed the upper section of the N ridge to the summit where, as Young
later recalled

... Any slight exultation resulting on the ascent was soon corrected. On the
cone sat a lady, a proud lady of somewhat mediaeval aspect, who chillily
refused all overtures for space until a proper, formal introduction had been
performed for all the new arrivals. This at once restored the normal, subur
ban equilibrium of our party, and served to let us know our place, in case the
height might have gone to our heads as well as to our feet.

Earlier in the season an ascent of the Weisshorn by J G Cockin, Robert
Corry and R W Brant without guides ended in tragedy after the summit
had been reached on 26 July by way of the E ridge. As the snow was in bad
condition Cockin and his companions, having attempted without success
to traverse the rocks immediately below the ridge, decided to descend the
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SE face where serious difficulties were encountered. After the party had
spent the night and the following day on the face Cockin, who was acting
as leader/ was killed while continuing the descent alone to seek assistance.

On 28 July Julien Gallet completed another of his fine climbs in the
Bernese Alps by making the first ascent of the NNE ridge of the Schinhorn,
accompanied by Josef Kalbermatten and Abraham Muller senior. A few
days later, on 1 August, another new ascent was completed when Leon
Dufour and G Martin climbed the N ridge of the neighbouring Sattelhorn,
above the Lotschenlucke.

To the east in the Bregaglia group on 20 June Anton von Rydzewski set
out with his guides Christian Klucker and Mansueto Barbaria to attempt
the ascent of the unclimbed Punta di Trubinasca, one of the peaks above
the Bondasca valley. After Rydzewski had given up the climb on account
of unsettled weather and mist the guides completed the ascent, reaching
the summit by way of the NW ridge. In the Dolomites two climbs of note
were recorded: the first ascent of the Third Sella Tower by Karl Berger and
Eduard Franzelin on 29 July; and a solo ascent by the guide Tita Piaz of
the unclimbed NE face of Punta Emma, below the N summit of the
Catinaccio or Rosengarten. In the Julian Alps on 4 June the guideless party
of Maischberger, Pfannl, Alfred von Radio-Radiis and Victor Wessely
completed the first ascent of the fme NW ridge of Jalovec, one of the highest
peaks in the range.

Later in the year, on 27 December, Julius Kugy's guided party made the
first winter ascent of Jalovec. Other notable expeditions at the end of the
year included the first ski ascent of the Grossvenediger, by a guideless party
which included G von Saar.

In the summer celebrations were held to mark the centenary of an
important event in the climbing history of the Eastern Alps - the first
ascent of the Grossglockner,3by members of an expedition organised at
the instance of Count Franz von Salm, Prince-bishop of Gurk.

Yesterday the Klagenfurt section of the German and Austrian Alpine
Club made an ascent of this mountain in honour of the centenary. The
ascent, once deemed impossible, is now regarded as easy. In connection
with the celebration the first sod was turned of a road leading from
Heiligenblut to the Glocknerhaus.

During the year many parties were active in other mountain regions. In
Norway W C Slingsby, who had made the first ascent of Store Skagast0lstind
(2403m) 24 years earlier, repeated the climb on 28 July accompanied on
this occasion by Therese Bertheau, the first lady to reach the summit,4
G P Baker, Howard Priestman, ale Berge and Elias Hogrenning. A week
later, on 4 August, Slingsby and Eilert Sundt with Berge and Hogrenning
made the first ascent of Mellemste Skagastlll1stind by the N ridge from the
'V' gap, a deep V-shaped notch in the main ridge. In the Okstindan group
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Victor Gatty with Johannes Vigdal and Edvard Haande climbed a number
of peaks during August, including Vestre Tvillingtind (1830m). In the far
north the first ascent of Newtontoppen (1717m), recognised as the highest
peak5 on Spitsbergen, the largest island in the Svalbard archipelago, was
completed on 4 August by a party6 which included H G Backlund.

In the Caucasus W R Rickmers and his wife spent several weeks exploring
the U shba region, crossing the Laila Pass and ascending two peaks in the
Kuish group to the south of the main chain: Charinda (3577m) on 19 August
and, on 27 August, Zalmiag (3997m). Rickmers, who had understood that
Zalmiag was unclimbed, was disappointed to discover

... a stone-man about 100 ft. under the top, on the ridge. It was a fme
piece of work, very thin, very high, and very solid, but contained no
cards.

In Asia Prince Scipione Borghese,7 accompanied by Professor Giulio
Brocherel and the guide Mattias Zurbriggen, visited the Tien Shan with
the aim of locating and attempting the ascent of Khan Tengri (6995m) which
at that-time was thought to be the-highest peak in the range. Although
Borghese and his companions were unable to reach Khan Tengri they
ascended a number of lower peaks, crossed several high passes and produced
a fme photographic record of their journey. In the Parnir region in July
Aurel Stein, the traveller and archreologist, who had commenced his first
great Central Asian expedition made a determined attempt to climb
Muztagh Ata (7546m) in the Kashgar range, reaching a height of some
6100m. 8 In the Punjab Himalaya Dr Ernest Neve began his exploration of
the Kolahoi group in the Srinagar district with the aim of reaching the
highest peak (5425m). Accompanied by the Rev C E Barton and twelve
porters Neve reached a height of nearly 4330m in unfavourable snow
conditions before being forced to retreat.

In Canada J N Collie, accompanied by Sydney Spencer and HEM
StutfIeld, spent several weeks on the western side of the Rockies with the
principal aim of reaching the Columbia IcefIeld and attempting the ascent
of Mount Columbia (3747m). Faced with difficult country and long periods
of bad weather while following the line of the Bush River to the north of
the Canadian Pacific Railway the party made little progress and decided
reluctantly to abandon the expedition. Although no serious climbing was
possible Collie, as Stutfield later recalled, 'was able to correct and add many
details to his map of the region'.

After returning to Banff Collie made the first ascent of Mount Edith
(2554m) with Fred Stephens, a member of the Bush River party. Other new
routes in the Canadian Rockies included, in August, the first ascent of the N,
lower summit (3388m) of Mount Victoria9 above Lake Louise by the Rev
James Outram, his brother the Rev William Outram and J H Scattergood
with Charles Clarke and H Zurfluh. In the Selkirk range on 6 September
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Spencer and Arthur Michael with Eduard Feuz senior and Friedrich Michel
reached the summit of the unclimbed Mount Swanzy (29l7m). A few days
later, on 12 September, Stutfield accompanied by Jacob Muller and Michel
made the sixth ascent of Mount Sir Donald (3297m).

In Britain notable ascents were recorded in all the principal regions. In
Wales at the end of May G V Carter and R L G Irving accompanied by the
Swiss guide Christian Burgener reached the summit of Snowdon by way of
the steep Glaslyn face. In the Lake District on 8 September Broadrick's Route
in North Gully on Dow Crag was completed by R Wand H C Broadrick.
In Scotland a famous route - the Crowberry Direct - on the Crowberry Ridge
of Buachaille Etive Mor was opened in May by G D and A P Abraham,
E A Baker and J W Puttrell.

An event which attracted considerable attention was the publication of
The AscentofMount StElias (Alaska), the account by the Duke of the Abruzzi
of his expedition to the peak three years earlier, narrated by Filippo De
Filippi and illustrated by Vittorio Sella. The account, translated from the
original Italian, was well received, the illustrations being highly acclaimed.

The present volume contains the finest mountain photographs that we
have ever seen in a work of this kind. Signor Sella, the photographer, has
achieved most beautiful effects of sunlight and cloud, storm and mist,
and the reproductions are as near perfection as might be. His pictures are
a delight to any reader, let alone the mountaineer. Whatever our interest
in Alaska and Mount St Elias, we would gladly possess the volume, if for
these alone.

Other books published during the year included In the Ice World ofHimalaya:
among the Peaks andPasses of Ladakh, Nubra, Suru, and Baltistan, the account
by Fanny Bullock Workman and her husband Dr William Hunter Work
man of their first and second mountain journeys.

On 20 January the death occurred of John Ruskin, the great writer, artist,
critic and social reformer who at one time had been a member of the Alpine
Club. In a notice which appeared in the Alpine Journal D W Freshfield
wrote that Ruskin

... from the day when he first caught sight of the Alps from the crest of
the Jura, saw and understood mountains and taught our generation to
understand them in a way no one - none even of those who had been
born under their shadow - had ever understood them before. To begin
with, he had a faculty of precise observation, the basis of all scientific
research, which made him the most formidable of critics to any man of
science, whose eyesight might be temporarily affected by some
preconceived theory. But this appreciation of detail in no way interfered
with Ruskin's romantic delight in the whole, in the sentiment and spirit
of mountain landscapes. In some minds mountains take the place of
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cathedrals as a source of an emotion that may be called - in the wide sense
of the word - religious. Ruskin was so happily constituted that he drew
equal delight and inspiration both from architecture and from scenery.

In appreciation of Ruskin this account is concluded with an extraceo
from his celebrated work Modern Painters .

... loveliness of colour, perfectness of form, endlessness of change,
wonderfulness of structure, are precious to all undiseased human minds;
and the superiority of the mountains in all these things to the lowland is,
I repeat, as measurable as the richness of a painted window matched
with a white one, or the wealth of a museum compared with that of a
simply furnished chamber. They seem to have been built for the human
race, as at once their schools and cathedrals; full of treasures of illuminated
manuscript for the scholar, kindly in simple lessons to the worker, quiet
in pale cloisters for the thinker, glorious in holiness for the worshipper....
these great cathedrals of the earth, with their gates of rock, pavements of
cloud, choirs of stream and stone, altars of snow, and vaults of purple

--traversed by_the_c.ontinual stars_.._._. _ _ _
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